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Bluedriver obd ii scan tool

BlueDriver is a special Bluetooth scanner on the market today. It is special because of its reliable repair reports, functionality, reputation among handymen in North America, and many more things that no one knows. In this review, I'll help you uncover the secrets of this Bluetooth OBD2 scanner. Let's start now with the
comparison table! Discover the BlueDriver in detail Bluedriver Vs. BAFX Products Vs OBDLink MX-Comparison Chart The bluedriver OBD2 Scan tool is comparable or better than most models at or near its price. It can read and erase both the basic problem codes and the manufacturer's specific codes from virtually all
brands and models. Unlike its competitors, BlueDriver OBDII Scanner comes with a free high-quality application that requires no extra expense to get the most out of the scanner. While the BlueDriver Bluetooth Professional OBDII Scan Tool requires you to use your phone to scan your vehicle, it displays live data and
problem codes in an incredibly clear format. BlueDriver Vs OBDLink MX - Bluetooth Scanner Competitors Bluetooth scanners (like this one) tend to be a little worse. In this case, the OBDLink MX will read and erase the basic problem codes. But it won't work with most of the manufacturer's specific codes. This means you
can't erase ABS, SRS, oil or stability control lamps. Although this specific OBDLink MX has some neat features with GM and Ford vehicles, the app is nowhere near as complete as the BlueDriver. Depending on what you want to do, you'll probably have to pay money to upgrade the free app or get a paid app from a third
party. Like the OBDII Professional Bluetooth BlueDriver scanning tool, the OBDLink MX scanner uses your smartphone or tablet. BlueDriver Vs BAFX Bluetooth Scanner Just like the OBDLink MX, the BAFX scanner doesn't work very well with the manufacturer's specific codes. It doesn't work with manufacturer-specific
codes, even if you buy an expensive app! You can always use your phone to: view the basic problem codes, erase those codes, and view the data live. This is one of the best cheap OBD2 scanners on the market. But you'll have to buy a third-party app to do all of this. This makes BAFX a little more expensive than the
list price. For whom is BlueDriver built? The great app makes BlueDriver OBD2 Scan Tool a great choice for regular car owners to turn off the engine fire and handymen who want to read and erase DTC codes using their own iPhone or Android devices. Check the price on Amazon BlueDriver View The BlueDriver OBD2
diagnostic analysis tool is a set of two elements: a Bluetooth sensor to plug into the OBD-2 port and the free app to install on a tablet or smartphone. The combination of the sensor and the application is a complete OBD2 scanning tool. Although the BlueDriver adapter doesn't work better or worse than other scanners in
its price range, the application is particularly excellent. It is free (no in-app purchases, upgrade fees, or additional costs) and can work with almost any action of the vehicles. Vehicles. it gives you incredibly complete diagnostic information. What makes BlueDriver so special? The OBD-II standard (the universal part for all
cars) only specifies codes for specific engine problems. This means that vehicle manufacturers can (and do!) have their specific codes and protocols for ABS systems, airbags, stability control systems, and your A/C. While these things can be accessed via an OBD-II port, your analytics tool needs special software to
interact with each car. Fortunately, the BlueDriver OBD2 software is special!! It interacts with just about every great do right out of the box, no charge or upgrade costs, meaning BlueDriver OBDII Scan Tool works with: Worldwide available made: GM,Ford, Chrysler, Toyota, Nissan, North America available makes this
BlueDriver OBD2 Scanner perfect for someone who plans to work on many different vehicles. The BlueDriver scanning tool also supports all OBD2 protocols, including: SAE J1850 PWM, ISO9141-2,ISO1430-4 KWP, SAE J1850 VPW, and ISO15765-4 CAN. Incredible Interface The Bluetooth scanner OBD2 Professional
BlueDriver can give you almost everything you need with its super easy interface. Your phone's screen is much larger and brighter than the cheap screen on a standalone scanner. While some apps provide you with a brief description of each problem code, the BlueDriver app gives you a list of possible causes and helps
you solve every problem. The interface has many other impressive features, such as customizable live data dashboards, data recording, and the ability to print and export vehicle data. Honestly, it blows most of the competing clean applications out of the water. Great feature The BlueDriver Bluetooth Professional OBDII
Scan Tool for iPhone iPad Android does everything you would expect from an OBDII scanner to this price range to do. You can: shoot live data, view and reset problem codes, and search for freezing frame data from the moment a control engine light is on. Manufacturer-specific programming in the app expands this
compatibility and allows you to: view specific diagnoses, read and erase Airbag, ABS and Transmission, read stability control codes and more. BlueDriver offers many functions including: reading codes, clearing codes, getting reports, clearing reports, getting your smog test, getting car repair reports, freezing frame data,
checking engine light, how long it's been running, and you have access to the live data. Check the price at Amazon's 5 special features BlueDriver Bluetooth Professional OBDII scanning tool offers five special features that no one from the same price range can. #1. Mode 6 Mode 6 allows you to access each of the
sensors and see if they are in the settings. For mode 6, you can have information about the state of the malfunction indicator lamp (MIL), how long it was turned on, and so on. The added benefit of this feature allows the user to access the VIN by simply entering and all the information on the model, the year is availed.
Information on 6 is important, especially if you buy a used car, because it gives you all the driving data. #2. Pocket light The flashlight, which is located on the BlueDriver, helps to use it in dark conditions. Although it may not be so much use, it can save a lot if you are in critical situations and want to read the data codes.
#3. Live data playing data live on the OBD2 BlueDriver scanner allows the user to easily access real-time data, including graphics presentation and even oxygen sensors. In addition, you have the opportunity to have this data recorded for the future. Read more: BlueDriver Vs BAFX: Which scanner is suitable for a home
mechanic? #4. Sharing Social Media Because of its advanced nature, BlueDriver has the ability to share data on social media such as: emailing, sharing on Facebook, Twitter, putting data on Dropbox, and even copying data. #5. Gauge The gauge on the BlueDriver is one of the essential features as it is a combination of
a digital drive and voltage drive, which are important in the context of scanning. This makes many people like it in the first use. Check the price at Amazon BlueDriver OBD2 Adapter Gaps Force-Paired App It's pretty hard to use the BlueDriver scanner with other apps. This is not a problem for most people since the
bluedriver application is excellent. However, if you're used to using a different application with a different scanning tool, it may take a while to get used to the BlueDriver's twin program. Doesn't support advanced OE-level features If you're crazy about cars, you may be aware that you can get pretty cool access to a car's
computer system via the OBD2 port. This is not the tool you'll use to reset things or reprogram your ECU. Suppose you want to do advanced things like change the car settings, program your car's computer, or access your car's non-diagnostic computer systems. In this case, you need a professional-grade automotive
diagnostic scanner. A video on Bluedriver OBD2 Diagnostic Scan Tool Using Guide and Review (ABS, Airbag, Tranny Codes) The Bottom Line For its simplicity and price, BlueDriver is the best choice of Bluetooth OBD2 Scanner for yourself, whether you're a fan of iPhone or Android devices. You may also have the idea
of recommending Bluedriver to a friend as it appears among many OBD2 automotive diagnostic tools that you may have encountered on the market. Go ahead. Go ahead!! Bluedriver Bluetooth Professional OBDII Scan never miss you at all! Read more: Tim's Review of the Best Launch Scan Tools 2021 Ver todas
weasye customer imsies The #1 scanning tool on Amazon makes the #1 gift for the car enthusiast or diyer in your life! |products|bluedriver-scan-toolWhat Makes BlueDriver Different Read all the codes that other scanning tools read and those they don't. Repair reports give you the verified solution for your specific
problem. Contact us anytime, anywhere, including the in-app chat. Read and clearly check engine codes, improved codes (e.g. ABS, ABS, Transmission, etc.) and more. For each DTC, generate a report for your vehicle containing possible causes, reported fixes, and more. Advanced test results (such as the number of
failures) for on-board diagnostic system monitors. Freeze Frame data is a snapshot of the vehicle when the Freeze Frame code was stored. Check to see if the vehicle is ready for a smog or emissions test. Capture and share all live data supported by the vehicle. BlueDriver will match your vehicle's map, model and
problem code to a specific fix from a database of millions of repairs. Your repair report will always contain patches that have been verified by professional automotive technicians, so there will be no more unreliable fixes that waste your time and money. BlueDriver reads (and erases) all the codes that other guys read and
those they don't. BlueDriver's enhanced diagnostics give you full access to information normally available only to professional mechanics on their most expensive scanning tools. What are IMPROVED diagnoses? All vehicles with an OBD2 port are required to provide basic information when the control engine fire lights
up. However, a lot of important information (such as ABS, Airbag, Climate Control, etc.) is left by other scanning tools. Only BlueDriver offers you the complete set of diagnostics on a wide range of manufacturers. GMYluding Chevrolet, GMC, Cadillac, Buick, Saturn, Pontiac, etc. FordYluding Ford, Lincoln, and
MercuryChryslerIncluding Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram, and PlymouthToyotaIncluding Toyota, Lexus, and ScionNissanIncluding Nissan, Infiniti, and RenaultMazdaAllSubaru (sold in the U.S.)Mitsubishi (2008 models; latest)HyundaiIncluding Hyundai and Kia (2011 and newer models)MercedesIncluding Mercedes and
Smart (2005 and newer models)BMW (sold in North America) including BMW and Mini (2005 and newer models)Honda (sold in North America) including Honda and Acura (2003 and more recent Volkswagen models) sold (sold in North America) including Honda and Acura (2003 and more recent Volkswagen models) in
North America) including VW, Audi, Lamborghini and BentleyPlease rating, while improved diagnostics may not yet be offered on your vehicle, all other BlueDriver features, including problem code search and repair reports work on any vehicle with an OBD2 port. I've been a mechanic for 23 years. I own a Snap-On
scanning tool and use it every day. I recently bought the BlueDriver® as a scanner that I could take with me with ease. I find it very easy to use. Almost as much information as my $10,000 scanner... Dale Simms, 23 years I have been a technology for over 10 years and was skeptical about buying the BlueDriver®. I have
used many high dollar scanners such as Snap-On and Mac/OTC. But I'm completely impressed with this BlueDriver unit® and its ease of use and all its features it makes at a fraction of the cost. I can't say enough good things about this scanner ® BlueDriver. I'd like to buy one a long time ago. Wetodd74, technician over
10 years ago This is my go-to scanner! If you need to get yourself a scanner, I would seriously consider the BlueDriver® because not only can you and clear the typical engine control lighting codes, you can also read and erase airbag, transmission, ABS, and other module codes (for ford, GM, and chrysler vehicles).
Chris Fix, over 300 million views on YouTube I'm a GM automotive technician... I've been looking for scanners with similar features costing $500 to $800.Amazon.com, I love this thing. I am a mechanic and have used many different scanning tools, this one is simple, has a lot of great features and does a smog
preparation test for inspection time at DMV. Excellent value for money. You can actually plug this into a used car while just testing to check for any hidden problems. Michael J. Schmidt, Mechanic
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